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Join the Conversation 
Soil Balancing Call-in Conversations  
 
 
Wednesday, October 17, 2018 | 1:30-3:00 p.m. EST  
Soil Balancing: From ‘Renegade’ Grass Roots Past to Open Future 

 

Description: The history and present-day use of Soil Balancing provides a rich opportunity to examine the 
different ways farmers and scientists develop and use their knowledge. Join us to discuss what the concept and 
practice of Soil Balancing currently means to farmers, researchers, and consultants, and to brainstorm ways in 
which improved soil management can strengthen sustainably-minded farm management. 

 
November 14, 2018 | 1:30-3:00 p.m. EST  
Soil Balancing: What do the Numbers Say about its Effects on Soils, Crops, Weeds, 
and Farms? 
 

Description: Everyone uses numbers to make decisions, although the numbers people have and the ways 
they use them often differ. These differences can spell both excitement and challenge when trying to 
understand and use Soil Balancing. Join us to discuss Soil Balancing by the numbers, as farmers, consultants, 
and researchers discuss the numbers we have and the numbers we wish we had. 

 
December 12, 2018 | 1:30-3:00 p.m. EST  
Soil Balancing: The Questions Matter  
 

Description: “You don’t know enough to know what you need to know.” This recent recollection by a farmer 
after their encounter with a more experienced one reminds us that the questions matter. Much is said, written, 
and claimed about Soil Balancing, but all is still not clear about it. If there is to be a more useful knowledge 
base about Soil Balancing—shared by farmers, consultants, and researchers alike—new questions and new 
ways of addressing them must be shared and accepted by many. Join us to discuss and shape where 
investigations of Soil Balancing should go next and how. 
 
Participants will call in to participate in each conversation. Questions can also be submitted to moderator 
Matthew Kleinhenz at vegprosystemslab@gmail.com before, during, and after each scheduled conversation. 
 
For more details or to register, visit go.osu.edu/SB-call-in. 
 



	

	
OHIO STATE UNIVERSITY EXTENSION 

Join the Conversation 
Soil Balancing Call-in Conversations  

Soil management has undeniable effects on crops, farms, and the environment. “Soil Balancing” (SB), based 
on base cation saturation ratios, is one major approach to soil management that is practiced widely by farmers 
but for which the research base is relatively small and mostly unsupportive of the use of soil balancing. 

Through surveying growers and conducting experiments and interviews, a multidisciplinary team at Ohio State 
is working to develop a more complete and widely-shared understanding of SB. That understanding will help 
move the science and practice of SB forward, allowing people to apply and study SB principles and practices 
more effectively.  

These phone-in events will continue the conversation about the basis and practice of Soil Balancing. Please 
join us to listen, learn, and contribute. Resource people will be on hand to provide input, but we also wish to 
hear from callers and learn from their experiences.  

How it Works 

Once registered, you will receive call-in instructions by email. Dial in the day of the broadcast to listen live to 
the conversation. Participants may send in questions before, during, and after each scheduled conversation. 
Send to moderator Matthew Kleinhenz at vegprosystemslab@gmail.com. The team will begin with some basic 
conversation on the day’s topic. Then we’ll start incorporating participant questions and comments. If you have 
trouble accessing the online registration form, contact Stephanie Short, at short.189@osu.edu or (330) 202-
2555 ext. 2687. 
 
Who Will Be on the Panels? 
 
You can see a complete list on our website. Each Conference Call-in will feature Ohio State researchers and 
specialists, as well as partner farmers, and consultants in the field. We hope to represent a diverse range of 
viewpoints, knowledge bases, and experiences for each phone-in event.	 

	
For more details or to register for a call-in, visit go.osu.edu/SB-call-in. 
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